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Dear Jim, Re the, nover 0 x C File on Fred J. gook 	SW 6/21/78 

The copy you sent is incomplete, as perhaps the copy you obtained also ie. The 
last page, 5, has the note "continued - over" at the boottam. 

The information also is incomplete, I'm sure each leas complete than was in 
iloover's aloe/office. Perhaps the explanation is in one of the hand notes at the bottom 
of the James to Bishop memo of 7/2 14/71, "CC in P.F." I believe this may re.Xlect the 
filing of a copy in "perional files" of &paver's, this being the likely meaning of P. . 
I understand Roover had such files. too. 

This record is atypical in bearing no file designation, by number and serial. 

Tne withholds are dubious in some instances. 
kart grafi  p. 2 the FBI voluntarily discloses that Boris Herres "was a Bureau 

informant." I had a file on him and gave it to Dave. 

The eelfOzierving paper in the MORKIN records states that the FBI does not provide 
Wormition to reporters and writers. On page 3 that the FBI did provide information to 
oak on two different subjects is explicit. 

Relevant in 1996. 

Relevant re my Pa reauest is the penult. graf on p.4 about the Writers and Edito 
V.R. protest. I also was a signatory. In the copy I obtained from the CIA I was one of 
only about a half-dozen marked for special interest.(Doo Speck I recall of the others 
you have a copy.) There may have been an ad that did not include me but I have no 
knowledge of any. I think this also means that the FBI had a file on this particular 
protest that include information on me, in general and as a basis for deinen#0ing a 
search of the Director's files. Or have I already? I think I have. I know I did for 
King reorda. 

Mieeing in thin memo, I think conspicuously missing, is any re...orence to Cook's 
writing on the JFK assassination/Warren Commission. I think it probable thatJones 
and Bishop were not unaware of it. 


